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Abstract.
We discussthe possibility that steplike structures are formed in
subcriticalregionsof vertically stratified shearflow. The mechanismwe propose
essentiallyconsistsof localizedintensemixing in highly stratified and shearedflows,
probably followingfrontogenesis.Its main assumptionis that the vertical density
flux increasesmonotonicallywith decreasinggradient Richardsonnumbers, which
corresponds
to enhancedstratificationand/or diapycnalshear. This differsfrom
Phillips' [1972]mechanism,whichwe arguemay not apply to verticallystratified
shear flow. An essential condition for the formation of constant density steps is the

incorporationof a Langevintype equationwhichtakesinto accountthat turbulence
must last for somefinite characteristictime. We present numerical computations
for the caseof approximately constant diapycnal shear which lead to the formation
of a staircase depth-density structure.

1. The Phillips Mechanism

fluctuating values, and we will follow the notation that
primed dependent variables refer to fluctuating quan-

Phillips[1972]suggested
that small perturbationsin tities while unprimed dependent variables refer to enan initially well stratified density profile will grow with
semblemeanquantities.)Posmentierpointedout that
time if a local increasein the vertical density gradient
is accompaniedby an evenlarger decreaseof the (turbulent) vertical densitydiffusivityK. In this case,the
vertical densityflux will becomesmaller(larger) with
increasing(decreasing)stratification,leadingto vertical densitydivergence(convergence)
wherethe density
perturbation is negative(positive). The densityperturbations will turn into progressivelybetter defined

the solutionsof this equationare unstableif OF/0I is

positive, and suggestedthat this is the casewhen stratification is larger than a certain critical value. He did
some numerical calculationsusing a parameterization
for the vertical density diffusivity of the type proposed

by Munk and Anderson[1948]: K = K0(1 +/•Ri) -•,
where K0 is the maximum K value correspondingto

vertical neutral conditions and /•, n are positive consteps, until the turbulent density flux becomesequal in
stants. In this expression, Ri is the local gradient
the well-stratified and well-mixed portions of the stairRichardson number, defined as
case. He further parameterized K in terms of some
local Richardsonnumber, to show that the density layers will form when the turbulent density diffusivity is a
Ri ,
(2)
large enoughinversefunction of this local Richardson
p(OV2
numb er.

Posmentier[1977]examinedthe stability of the same wherev is the speedof the horizontalvelocity,Ov/Ozis
the verticalshear,and # is the gravity acceleration(the
minussignin the definitionassuresRi to be positivefor
[1972](but with salinityrather than density):
stablestratification).The numericalsolutionwasable
Op
OF
OF O•p
to reproducethe formation of a depth-densitystaircase
0--•
= Oz OIOz
•'
(1) structure.(Hereafter,wheneverwe usethe symbolRi,
we will refer to this local gradient Richardsonnumber,
wherep is density,I = Op/Ozis the localverticalden- while other possibledefinitionsfor the Richardsonnumsity gradient, and F = w'p' is the vertical component ber will be adequatelyidentified.)
of the turbulent densityflux vector F. (Throughout
Barenblattet al. [1993]haveextendedPhillips'mechthe paper we will maintain the usual decompositionof anism by allowing a finite time for the turbulence to
instantaneous values as equal to ensemble mean plus adjust to the varying vertical density gradient. They
specifiedthis time delay through a linear expansionfor

vertically diffusive density equation used by Phillips
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the eddy diffusivity, which was then incorporated into
the temperature vertical diffusion equation. They analyzed this equation and showed that the problem is
mathematically well posedand the solution unique, and
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further

calculated some numerical solutions which show
confirm the formation of a staircase type structure
the formation of staircase type structures. Kranenburg through a Phillips type mechanism. The similarity in

[1996]has exploredthe interactionof the mean buoy- the evolution and merging of steps seen in both Parle
ancy and velocity fields in vertical diffusivity equations et al.'s[1994]experiments
and Barenblattet al.'s[1993]
for both

variables.

He considered

the slowness in the

and Kranenburg's
[1996]numericalcalculations
is strik-

turbulence temporal adjustment by assuming that the
vertical eddy diffusivity must evolve forced through a
Prandtl-Kolmogorov type sourceterm. He did an sta-

ing and rather convincing. One aspect that remains
unclear, we believe, is the identification of the forcing

bility analysisof the equations(usinggeneralized
Munk-

ture.

mechanism

that leads to the formation

of the fine struc-

Andersondensity and momentum diffusivity coefficients

specifiedin termsof Ri) and obtainedrather restrictive 2.
conditionson the shape of both the vertical density flux
and vertical momentum flux for the development of instabilities.

He further

showed

that

under

these condi-

tions the numerical solution of the density, momentum,
and eddy diffusivity equations leads to the formation of
evolving staircase type structures.
The key assumption for Phillips' mechanism is the
dependenceof F on density stratification. This mechanism requires F to be small both for well-mixed and
highly stratified conditions, with a maximum at some
critical stratification value. The physicaljustification

is that for low stratificationp' decreases
while for high
stratificationw' is inhibited; additionally,under high
stratification the correlationp'w' is reducedas the nature of the flow changes,with internal wavemotionsbecomingmoredominant[Ivey and Imberger,1991].Linden[1979,1980]reviewedand did many laboratoryexperiments on grid-generatedmixing acrossdensity interfaces and found that in all of them, independent of
the stirring rate, the dependencewas similar to that

requiredby Phillips' mechanism. Linden [1980]combined the experimental data to show a similar dependenceof the flux Richardsonnumber (definedas the
ratio of changein potential energyto the lossof turbulent kineticenergy)as a functionof a local Richardson
number expressedusing some characteristicturbulent
velocityscale.Ivey and Imberger[1991]havealsofound
a parallel relation using data from grid-generatedmixing experiments in stratified water and wind tunnels.

What

Is the

Role

of Vertical

Shear?

In the experimentsreportedby Ruddickel al. [1989]
and Park et al. [1994]it is clearthat turbulenceis the
result of the rods' movement, but we may wonder to
what physical mechanism this correspondsin nature.

In particular, it is hard to believethat this (external)
source of turbulence correspondsto Kelvin-Helmholtz
type instabilities, which develop in vertically stratified

shearflow [Turner,1986;Thorpe,1987].Henceit seems
difficult to justify that the growth of the (experimentally and numerically)observedinstabilitiesmay have
any dependenceon Ri, which is defined in terms of the
local vertical

shear.

The theoreticalassumptions
usedby Phillips [1972]
and Posmentier[1977] actually do not rely on any
specificdependence
of F on Ri (althoughPosmentier
[1977]did hisnumericalcalculationsusingRi calculated
from a diagnosticdepth dependenceof the velocity pro-

file). Insteadthey rely on the dependence
of the vertical density diffusivity on a properly defined Richardson
number, which is a function of the local vertical density
gradient. To illustrate this, let us temporarily take a

constantverticalshear,suchthat Ri = Ri(I). In this
case,equation(4) of Phillips [1972]may be differentiated to give

Oz

v,

ORi

Oz

(3)

Og(I)

Ruddicket al. [1989]and Park et al. [1994]havere0I
0z 2 '
centlypresented
laboratoryexperiments
with mixinginducedby stirring with arraysof vertical rods, leading whereb'w' is the verticalbuoyancyflux (proportionalto
to the formationof densitysteps. Park et al. [1994] the verticaldensityflux F), v, is an externallyimposed
definedan overall Richardsonnumber dependingon characteristic
velocity,V' = Ov/Oz is the (constant)
the initial stratification and on the speedof the rod.
Their experimentsclearly show that there is a criti-

vertical shear, and g, G are undetermined functions of

I whichsatisfyRi•/2G(Ri)c<I•/2G(I) _=g(I); note

cal valuefor this Richardsonnumber(whichdepends that the changein signtakesplace becauseRi is always
on the Reynoldsnumber),abovewhichinstabilitiesde- taken as a positive value.
velop and turn into a set of temporally evolvingand
The same argumentusedin equation(1) allowsus
merging steps. They used a local Richardson number

the rod. They found that the density flux decreasedas

now to concludethat Phillips mechanismis really independentof the amount of vertical shear,i.e., it may
happenfor any V' differentfrom zero. If V' > O,density

this local Richardson number increased between 1 and

perturbations
areunstable
whenO(Ri•/2G)/ORi< 0

10, beyondwhichit becameuniform,but they couldnot
accuratelyconfirm that the density flux decreasedfor
valuesbelow 1. They further observedthat the steps
reachedan equilibriumstate which corresponded
to a
uniformdensityflux in the layeredregion.
Thesetheoreticaland experimentalworksappearto

(Phillips'statement)or Og/0I > 0 (Posmentier's
statement); the oppositeoccursfor V' < O. Of course,V'

definedin termsof the step thicknessand the speedof

may not be constant in z but the condition for instabil-

ity doesnot dependon this. It may be clarifyingthat if
we wereto try the caseof constantdensitystratification
(constantI), then the instabilityconditioncouldnot be
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obtained. We may conclude that Phillips' m•chanism
is not caused by turbulence induced through vertical
shear and that any analysis of this mechanism is inconsistent both with the specification of the vertical density
diffusivity K in terms of a local gradient Ri and with
the utilization of a Munk-Anderson type of parameter-
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The above discussionis, of course, an oversimplification of the problem becauseit assumesthat the vertical
density flux will only depend on the density stratification, but it is illustrative of the sort of formal difficulties
encounteredif the density flux is left to depend on Ri.
This density flux should actually depend on the local
vertical density gradient, on the rate of dissipation of
turbulent kinetic energy e, on the kinematic viscosity•,
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ization (which is supposedto apply only for stratified
shearflow).
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and on the sizeD and velocityV of the eddies(proportionalto the diameterand velocityof the rod). The nu-
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merical and experimental evidencesupporting Phillips'
mechanismsuggeststhat the dependenceof the vertical

•

densityflux on the local stratificationK(I) shouldlead
to a F(I) typeof dependence
with a singlemaximum,as
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required by Phillips mechanism. The main difficulty in
assessingthis dependence,however, is due to the fact

Figure 1. Vertical density diffusivity as a function of
the local gradient Richardsonnumber accordingto the
of Pacanowskiand Philander[1981],
overalldensitystratification[Linden, 1979,1980;Ivey parameterizations
Peters
et
al.
[1988],
and Pelegrfand Csanady[1994].
and Imberger,1991].
We have adapted a curve to the Peters et al. [1988]
Let us now consider the behavior of the vertical denthat

most

results

in the

literature

are in terms

of an

(dots)for the Ri _• 0.4 region.
sity flux F for shear-induced instabilities. In this case measurements
the parameterizations employed for the vertical density diffusivity K are frequently of the Munk-Anderson
type; for reviews and applications, see Pacanowskiand for low Ri valuesis very attractive becauseit conforms
to a near-catastrophicshear-mixingcriterion, with mix-

Philander[1981], Turner [1986],Fernando[1991],and
Pelegrfand Csanady[1994]. Anothertype of parame- ing taking place below a critical Ri value, in agreeterizationcorresponds
to Peters et al. [1988],who ob- ment with theoreticalenergyarguments[Miles, 1961;
taineda two-regimefunctionalform K - K(Ri) for the Howard,1961; Pollard et al., 1973]. However,in both
equatorial undercurrent, with a Munk-Anderson type casesthe exactbehaviordependson how Ov/Oz changes
expressionfor Ri _> 0.4 and an expressionof the form

K ..0Ri-9 for lowerRi values(Figure1). F is usually
approximatedin terms of K as follows[e.g., Posmen-

with decreasingRi.

For the particular caseof constantOv/Oz, we may
define

tier, 1977; Csanady, 1990; McDougall and You, 1990;

Pelegrfand Csanady,1994]'

F__KO.•_p_.
Oz K
2 '

and useequation(5) to evaluateOFz/ORi = 0 for any
parameterization of K, in order to find out if there is

(4)

whered - 1/I - Oz/Op, or the JacobJanof the transformationfrom the vertical (z,y,z) to the isopycnic
(z, y, p) reference
system.An alternativeexpression
for
F is obtainedintroducingequation(2) into the first
equalityof equation(4)

g (Ov)
•zz2'
F=pRiK

Oz

a value of Ri for which

F is a maximum.

The

utiliza-

tion of a Munk-AndersonrelationK = K0(1 +/•Ri) -'•
gives a vertical density flux with a maximum at Ri =

[/•(n- 1)]-1; for example,for n : 3/2 and /• = 10
[Pelegr(and Csanady,1994], Fz has a maximum at
Ri = 0.2. If we use Peters et al.'s [1988]parameterization, however, we obtain no maximum, meaning that
F• increasesmonotonicallywith decreasingRi. Figure
2a illustrates these results using both the Pelegrl and

Csanady[1994]and the Peterset al. [1988]expressions.
(5) For
thesecalculations,
wehaveusedOv/Oz= 10-2 s-1

This suggeststhat with a Munk-Andersontype of pa- of the same order as the maximum values reported by
rameterization, F may have a maximum value at some Bane et al. [1981]for the Gulf Stream.
low critical Ri value. However, if we accept Peters et

Under

the condition

of constant

vertical

shear

the

al.'s[1988]dependence
for lowRi values
(Ix'.-0Ri-9), Munk-Andersonparameterization(providedthat n >
whichresembles
the
then F probablyincreasescontinuouslywith decreasing 1) resultsin a F(Ri) dependence
Ri. Peterset al.'s [1988]high inversedependence
of K shape required for the Phillips mechanism. This pro-
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1.51

and to point out the necessityof expressingthe vertical density flux in terms of some properly defined lo-

L• • • Pelegri
&Csanady

{• * Peter•
etal.
I

cal Richardsonnumber(insteadof Ri). This necessity

(a)

'rm1.0

has probably been appreciated by other authorssuch as

Park et al. [1994],who alwaysrefer to a "suitablyde'-"

fined Richardson number" rather than to Ri, but it is
fair to say that the differenceshave not yet been properly pointed out. In the next section we will further

{).5

illustrate the role of shear by consideringthe problem
in isopycniccoordinates. This will naturally lead to an
0.0

!.

1.0

0.0

2.0

3.0

Ri
3.0

....

alternative mechanism for the formation of steps in vertically stratified flow, which operates in a completely
oppositefashion and has its origin on instabilities induced by vertical shear.

....Pet,gri
&C•ady
3. An
Peters et al.

(b)

Alternative

View

There is some uncertainty on how to apply the defi-

nitionfor Ri (equation(2))to adjacentlayersin a staircasetype of stratification. In this casewe have constant
densitylayers separatedby a stratified region, both usu-

ally of similar verticalthickness[Pclcgriand Csanady,
1994],and we may wonderwhichis the most appropriate vertical scale 5z to calculate the change in veloc0.0,

ß

,

,

0.0

Figure 2. Vertical density flux as a function of the
local gradient Richardsonnumberfor the casesof (a)
constantverticalshear(F _=Fz) and (b) constantdiapycnalshear(F _=Fp). The distributionsare shown
for both the Peters et al. [1988] and the Pelegr{ and
Usanady's
[1994]K(Ri) parameterizations.

ity 6v: the thicknessof the wholeregion(both layers
and interface)or the thicknessof the stratified region
(interface)?The answer,however,is immediateif we
considerthe problem in isopycnic coordinates because
both constantdensitylayersreduceto onesinglep coordinate in the isopycniccoordinate system, each of them
having an approximate constant velocity value. This
practical advantagecomesalong with a powerful argument for using isopycnic coordinates,which was long

agoclearlystatedby Rossby[1936,p. 5]: "... water, beducesa factual justification (basedon the facts but causeof its stratification, has a cellular structure, each
not on reasoning)for relatingthis mechanismto shear- cell being separatedthrough approximatelyhorizontal
induced instabilities. An adequate knowledgeof the ex-

surfacesof discontinuity from the cells above and below.

act dependence
K(I, e,•, V, D), however,is veryimpor- Each boundary surface would then act as a 'false' bot-

tant in order to specify the instability conditionsnecessary for Phillips' mechanism to develop. In particular,
this knowledgeis critical when taking into account the
interaction between the density and velocity fields. The
inadequacy of a Munk-Anderson type of K parameterization is probably the reason for the very restrictive

instabilityconditionsfoundby Kranenburg[1996].
A common discourseis that low-R/values imply low
vertical density gradients, which in turn, are responsible for very small density fluctuations and a decrease

tom and each cell would have a practically independent

circulation"(seealso Csanady[1989]and Csanadyand
Peltgrail995]).
The abovereasoningsuggeststhat the natural repre-

sentationfor Ri is usingisopycniccoordinates[Pelegr•
and Csanady,1994]:

Ri -

-gJ

• .

(6)

P •

in F [Posmentier,1977; Ruddicket al., 1989; Park et In this casethe vertical density flux becomes
al., 1994; Kranenburg,1996]. This is a sensibleargument

for a Richardson

number

defined

in terms

of a

(constant)characteristic
turbulentvelocity,whichis related to the speed of the regularly moving rods. For
shear-inducedinstabilities, however, we find no physical reason to support the assumption that F has to
decrease

when

Ri

becomes

small:

these

small

values

are only indicative of a very unstable situation, prior to
very active mixing.
It must be emphasizedthat our purposeis not to oppose Phillips' mechanism but to warn that its origin
has probably nothing to do with shear-inducedmixing

r =

gK

,

(7)

pRi 57
and we may again ask ourselveswhat is the behavior
of F • a function of Ri. The key hctor now is not

the verticalshear,but the diapycnalshear,Ov/Op,i.e.,
the dependenceof this quantity with Ri. The simplest
possibilityis to •sume Ov/Opconstant,aswedid before
for Ov/Oz. In this casewe define
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andwe canuseequation(7) to evaluateOFp/ORi- 0
for any particular parameterization of K. This calcu-

lation showsthat Fp has a maximumneitherfor the
Munk-Andersonnor for the Peterset al. [1988]parameterizations,in both casesFp monotonicallyincreases

30,683

zT

p

for decreasingRi. Figure 2b illustratestheseresultsus-

ing both the Pelegriand Csanady[1994]and the Peters
et al. [1988]expressions.
For thesecalculations
wehave
usedOv/Op- 2.5 m4 kg-1 s-1 of the sameorderas
the maximum valuesreportedby Pelegri and Csanady
[1994]for the Gulf Stream. The curvecorresponding
to the PelegriandCsanady[1994]parameterization
(of
the Munk-Andersontype) is strikinglydifferentto its

w p

a}•''t)'>0

"----I

L__'-'_ X

counterpartin Figure 2a.

aw'p'< o
az

Equations(2)and (6) are the expressions
for Ri
in vertical and isopycniccoordinates,respectively.At
first sight, they may suggestvery differentsituations'
equation(2) showsthat Ri increases
with stratification

(largerOp/Oz),whileequation(6)showsthat Ri decreases
with stratification(smallerJ - Oz/Opvalues). Figure 3. Schematic
representation
of densitystratifiThe solutionof this apparentparadoxrestson the ve- cationbefore(solidline) andaftermixingin the central
locity profile,the diapycnaland verticalshearsbeing region(dashedline). The arrowsrepresent
thesituation
relatedthroughthe Jacobian,i.e., Ov/Op- J Ov/Oz. previousto intensemixing:the whitearrowsrepresent
For staircasetype conditions,the conceptualidea of theverticaldensityflux, andthe blackarrowsrepresent
independentmotionsalong adjacentconstantdensity the densitytendency.
layerssuggests
that the differencein velocitybetween
adjacentisopycnalswill usually be a much better con-

servedquantitythan verticalshear,whichprobablyhas as illustrated in Figure 3. The densitytendency,or maa strong dependenceon the evolution of the interfaces. terial derivativeof the density,is givenby [Pelegrland
With thisassumption,
equation(7) showsthat the ver- Csanady,1994]
tical densityflux will havea localmaximumat the po-

sitionofhighest
stratification
(theminimum
in J)' this

Dp

Wp
= Dt -

0 w•/

Oz '

(8)

is a staticallystableregionbut it turns out to be dynamicallyveryunstable[PelegriandCsanady,
1994]. whereDp/Dt = O/Or+ uO/Ox+ vO/Oy+ wO/Ozis the
In view of the lack of experimentalor field data, it is material derivativein (x,y,z) coordinates.The solid
clearthat the assumptionof constantdiapycnalshear line in Figure 3 representsthe originaldensitystratificannot be generalized, but it is attractive under fron- cation,with a centralhighlystratifiedregionwhichcorto the minimumabsoluteJ values.The upper
togeneticalconditions.Consider,for example,the very responds
to
simplecasewherethe isopycnals
are verticallyandhori- part of the regionof high stratificationcorresponds
of densityflux (positiveWp),while
zontallycompressed
with time but maintaintheir slope. verticalconvergence
to verticaldivergence
(negaRecallingthe thermal wind equationin isopycniccoor- its lowerpart corresponds
dinates(pf Ov/Op- gOz/Ox),we may appreciate
that tive Wp).This situation,if maintainedfor a finitetime,
underthe geostrophic
approximation
a constantdiapy- will causea densityincreasein the upper part and a
in thelowerportion(dottedline). This
cnal shearwouldbe appropriate.Under the sameap- densitydecrease
will
naturally
lead
to a decreaseof the stratification in
proximation,however,the increasedhorizontaldensity

of a well-mixed
region)
gradient would lead to an increase in vertical shear. the centralregion(the creation
Considernow a slightly more complexsituation, with and to an increaseat both sidesof this newly formed
A similararthe isopycnalsgetting both compressed
and tilted with mixedregion(the creationof interfaces).
time. This would cause a decrease in the Jacobian and

gumentcouldnow apply to the new interfaces,which

an increasein both the diapycnal and vertical shears. shouldbe proneto undergomixingandto splitinto new
In thesecircumstancesthe diapycnalshear is not con- stepsof a forming staircase.
Anotherway to visualizethe aboveidea is through
stant, but it is probably more realistic to let J decrease

and take a constantOv/Op(leadingto a decrease
in Ri the mass conservationequationin isopycniccoordithroughequation6) rather than allowingJ to decrease nates. Pelegrfand Csanady[1994]showedthat under
of dominantdiapycnal
convergence/diver
and takinga constantOv/Oz (producingan increasein the condition
genceOWp/Op,
i.e., neglecting
epipycnal
convergence/
Ri accordingto equation(2)).
Followingthe abovediscussion,
we are now ready to divergenceand horizontalReynoldsmassfluxes, the
discussan alternative processthat leads to the forma-

tion of a step of constantdensity,i.e., to the partition
of the singleminimum in J into two adjacentminima

mass conservationequation reducesto

l)j

Owp

T)t- j Op'

(9)
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where j:
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Yp is an index of separation between adja-

completely different kinematics.

In Phillips' mecha-

centisopycnals
and •9/l•t: O/Or+ u O/Ox+ v O/Oy+ nism a perturbation that reduces the stratification of
wpO/Opis the m•terial derivativein isopycnic
coordi- the depth-density profile will grow in time until it benates. Applying this equation to the situation in Figure

comesa well-mixed region and adjacent well-stratified

3, we can seethat it gives•9j/l•t < 0 for the central layersare formed(Figure 4a). In the proposedalternative mechanisma highly stratified region is unstable
region,indicatingthat the absolutevalue of J: j/p
will increasewith time, i.e., a decreasein the degreeof
stratification. Similarly, it may be appreciated that the
stratification will increase with time in the upper and
lower portions of the central region.
The creation of well-mixed regionsfollowing a local-

and mixes up, splitting into a well mixed region and

two adjacentinterfaces(Figure4b).
The productionof local oceanicfinestructurethrough
a mechanismbasedon localized shear-inducedmixing in

stratifiedregionswaslongagoendorsedby Woods[1968]
and Woodsand Wiley [1972], and discussed
at some
proposedby Pclcgri and Csanady[1994] in a simple lengthby Turner[1973,pp. 104, 121,325]. They argued

ized maximum in the vertical density flux was already

cause-effectmodel. They hypothesized a distribution
of the vertical density flux with a maximum on some
isopycnallevel and estimated the correspondingJ and

Ri distributions, with the Ri distribution showing a
minimum below the critical Ri value. Their assumption was that this condition, if maintained for a finite
time, would causethe vertical density flux to be largely
reduced in the subcritical region. They simulated the
modified w•p• distribution and recalculatedthe J distri-

that the passageof long internal waves along sharp interfaces

can lead to local instabilities

in well stratified

regions, particularly at the crests and troughs of internal waves. Portions of the stratified region are then
substituted by relatively well mixed fluid, which is then
elongated horizontally by vertical shear and epipycnal
spreading. Some oceanicobservationson local mixing
in stratified regions,apparently associatedto crestsand
troughs of traveling internal waves,have also been doc-

butionand the z(p) profile,whichshowedthe formation umentedby Woods[1968]and Woodsand Wiley[1972].
The mechanism here proposed does not require the
of onestep. In their paper Pclcgr(and Csanady[1994]
proposedthat mixing would be induced in shear unstable regionsafter frontogenesis,but they inaccurately
mentioned that the physical processresemblesPhillips'
mechanism.

passageof internal wavesand can operate on horizontal
scalesmuch larger than localized regionsover crestsor
troughs of internal waves. It is based on the creation
of subcritical regionsduring frontogeneticalsituations,

Figure 4 illustrates the instability processesfor both
the Phillips and the new mechanism,emphasizingtheir

eitherbecause
of shrinkingof isopycnal
layers(J is reduced)or becauseof tilting of the isopycnals,
followed

Alternative

Phillips

b
z

z

initial

--- final

initial

--- final

Figure 4. Schematicdrawingsto illustratethe kinematicsof mixingfor (b) Phillips'mechanism
and (a) the proposedalternativemechanism.
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by instabilitiesof the Kelvin-Helmholtztype. The ac-

ally associated with mesoscalefeatures such as mean-

tual condition for the well stratified layers to become

dersin the Gulf Stream [e.g., Csanady,1988; Lee and
Csanady,1994]or the coastalupwellingjet [e.g., Bane
et al., 1981; Csanady, 1977, 1982], evolving vortices
or rings [e.g., Miller and Evans, 1985; Aristegui ctal.,
1994],or othertypesof frontalstructures[e.g.,Csanady,
1981; Simpson,1981]. In all these casesthe temporal

subcriticalis derivedfrom equation(6):
-

,

g

where Ric _• 0.25 is the theoretical critical value of Ri
for mixing to develop.
Somelaboratory evidencethat supportsthis mechanism can be found in a preliminary experimentreported

scale of maximum frontogenetical conditions will last

long enough(of the order of severalhoursor days) to
guarantee that. subcritical conditionsare attained.

by Thorpe[1971]. In this experimenta long tank was
completelyfilled with two fluidsof differentdensityand 4. Temporal Memory of Turbulence
tilted for a short period, just enoughfor the interface
One point crucial to our previous analysis is the creto becomeunstable,and then returned to its horizontal
ation of a maximum density flux in the highly stratified
position. Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities developedat region. It is not enough, however, to generate such an
the interface,which becameapproximatelywell mixed, instantaneous maximum: for our mechanism to work it
and two interfaceswere formed at the edgesof this cenis fundamentalthat the densityflux (with convergence
tral mixed region. Several related experiments have
anddivergence
regionsaboveandbelow,respectively)
is
been recently performed, and somepreliminary results
maintainedat a high levelfor a finite time (Figure 3).
appear to confirm the splitting of a thin interface into
Otherwise, the convergenceand divergenceof density
a well-mixedlayer and adjacent interfaces[Cisnerostoward the neighboring regions will reduce the origi-

Aguirre et al., 1997;Fernando,1997].

Someinterestingatmosphericdata were long ago pre-

nal densitygradient (increasethe Jacobian), and the
density flux will consequentlydecrease. The result will

sentedby Browningand Watkins[1970]. They useda simply be upward mass diffusion and smoothing of the
high power radar and simultaneousradiosondeascents original strong density gradient. The temporal mainte-

to examinethe evolution of regionsof high static stability. Their observationsshowedthe formation and evolution of Kelvin-Helmholtz billowsin a highly stratified
region, which lead to the splitting of this region into an
approximately mixed layer and two adjacent interfaces.
The oceanographic
field evidence,however,is limited by
the difficultiesin repeating hydrographiccrosssections
in times shorter than the passageof frontal mesoscale
features. Some indirect evidence, obtained through
analysesof the distribution and fluxesof propertiessuch
as nutrients and potential vorticity, is consistentwith
the intermittent mixing associatedwith this mechanism

[Pelegriand Csanady,1991;Pelegr{et al., 1996].
The horizontal

and vertical

extension

of the subcrit-

ical regionsdepend on the frontogeneticalmechanism
itself, whether it is a mesoscaleor basin-wide feature.
Those layers with high stratification during the initial
stagesoffrontogenesis
will be susceptible
to convertinto
well-mixedregionsof the staircase,while sharp interfaces will form at the adjacent layers. If frontogenesis continues,the adjacent riserswill also mix up, each
splitting into a new mixed layer and two new adjacent
interfaces;eventually, diapycnal mixing may becomeso
large that it can prevent further frontogenesisto continue. The vertical and temporal scalesfor the formation of the well-mixed regionswill arise from the corre-

nance of such a high-density flux at the location of the
minimum in J has its physical justification on the fact
that once turbulence is produced it will last for a char-

acteristic finite time at a considerablyhigh level. Even
if the original unstable conditionsdisappear, turbulence
will not immediately do so, i.e., once it is activated, it
will decay at its own natural rate.

Barenblattet al. [1993]and Kranenburg[1996]have
pointed out the necessityof allowing a finite time adjustment for turbulence and have applied this idea to
modify Phillips' mechanism. Such a time adjustment is
not critical for their solution to work, although Baren-

blattet al. [1993]haveshownthat it is necessary
in order
to make the problem mathematically well posed and

the solutionunique. Barenblattet al. [1993]specified
the time delay by using an elegant simple temporal expansion for the vertical density diffusivity. Kranenburg

[1996]followedthe sameidea but justified the temporal evolution of the vertical density diffusivity through
forcing by a Prandtl-Kolmogorov type sourceterm.
In this work we essentially follow Barenblatt et al.'s

[1993]approachto take accountof the temporalmem-

oryoftheturbulence
field.Thisisdonein a verysimple
manner, by approximatingthe vertical density diffusivity K with the first term of a Taylor expansion:

spondingscalesof the Kelvin-Helmholtz billows, which
depend mainly on the vertical stratification. In the laboratory, for example, stratification is usually very large,
and the height of the billowsmay be of the order of 0.01 This equation, which relates the vertical density diffum, while their timescale may be of the order of 1 s; in sivity at time t with those conditionsthat took place

(OK)
0t r . (11)

equation(9) of
an oceanic frontal system, however, these scales could sometime r ago,immediatelysuggests
Kranenburg
[1996]:
be 1-10 m and up to 1 hour.
In general, we may expect that the strongest oceanic
0•-r - -Kt + K: ,
(12)
frontogeneticalprocesseswill be intermittent and usu-
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which cor-

/•i < 0.33, we will use exactly the same dependenceas

respond to the vertical density diffusivity evaluated at

where we have defined two different functions

specified
byPetersetal.[1988](K! ocRi-9'2),whilefor

differenttimes,K! _--K(t) andKt = K(t- r). Equa- the range Ri _>0.33, we will use Pelegrf and Csanady's
[1994]parameterization(Figure 1 illustratesthat both

tion (12) is Langevin'sequationand has its appealing
physicalmeaningof a slowlydecayingfield (the turbulencewith its own characteristictemporalscale)which
is continuouslychangingdue to external forcing (the
local stratification);for a nice discussion
see Usanady
[1973]. If there was no externalforcing,the solution
would decayexponentiallyas exp(-t/r), which shows

functionsintersectat Ri - 0.33). A secondpossibility would be to use a Munk-Anderson parameterization

for all Ri values.The exact K! dependence
is not decisive, for constant diapycnal shear both the Peters et
al. and the Munk-Anderson parameterizations result in

K! monotonicallyincreasingwith decreasingstratifi-

that r correspondsto the characteristic temporal scale cation, but some important differencesarise (see the
of the turbulence.

discussion
at the end of section6).

All that is required now is to specify a value for r.
Under the restoringforce of gravity, perturbationshave

together with the following parameterizationsfor den-

an angular velocity which is given by the buoyancyfrequency N, defined in terms of the local vertical density

Summarizing,
we will solveequations
(12) •nd (13)
sity tendency:

gradientasN 2: -#/j Henceit maybe expected
that

wp
- •zz

the natural period for the vertical density flux will be of

- JOp

,

(14)

the orderof N -• This agreeswell with numericaland
experimentalresultscompiledby Gregg[1987],which and for the forcing vertical density diffusivity:
show that the age of the energy-contain'ingeddieswill
be somewhere between 0.1N -• and N -•

More recent

numericalcalculationsby Holt et al. [1992]alsoshow

K!-

2.6
x
10-a(1
+ 10Ri)
-a/2 ,/•i
,Ri>
1.1
x10
-sRi-9'2
<0.33
0.33

(15)
where
Ri
is
given
by
equation
(6).
According
to
the
disAccordingto thesearguments,

that the vertical density flux remains large for times

of the order of N -•
we have chosen r =

N -•

as the characteristic tem-

poral scale of turbulence, to be used in the numerical
calculationsbelow. Becauseof the importance of local
stratification in specifying the vertical density flux, we
have decided to let r vary vertically and temporally,
depending on the instantaneouslocal vertical stratification. This has been preferred over the alternative of
specifyingr in terms of the backgroundinitial stratifi-

cation(as is doneby Kranenburg[1996]).
5.

Numerical

Procedure

cussionin last section, we will a priori specify a value
for the diapycnal shear, with the main test case corresponding to constant diapycnal shear.

Theseequationsare solvednumericallyin the (t, p)
space(forwardin time and centeredin p) to predict
the temporal evolution of the vertical density diffusivity and Jacobian fields. The grid spacingis chosenas

5p - 0.005kg m-a and 5t - 0.1 s. Equation(13)
requires the specification of boundary conditions for
j; these have been chosenas constantj values, which
imply that at the boundary isopycnalsthere is no di-

apycnal convergence/divergence.Once the Jacobian
For dominant diapycnal mass transfer, the advective J - j/p is known, we may immediatelycalculatethe
termsu Oj/Ox + v Oj/cgyare relativelysmall and equa- depth field z through integrationfrom z -0. Since we
considerconstantdiapycnalshear,equation(15) shows
tion (9) may alsobe approximatedas
that OK!lop maybe discontinuous
at thosedensityval-

Oj
• _cg(jwp)
otOp '

ues where Ri - 0.33.

This causes some small numerical

(13)instabilities,whichare removed(at eachtime step) by
applyingShapiro'srunningfilter [Shapiro,1970] three

where we have incorporated the diapycnal advection of timesto K•.
j into the right-hand side. This equation simply states
The initial stratification correspondsto the depth linthat changesin the distance between adjacent isopy- early decreasingwith density(from 0 to-200 m in 0.5

cnals are due to diapycnalconvergence/divergence;
it kgm-a), overwhichwesuperimpose
a sinusoidal
depth
could have been derived from first principles by recall- fluctuation(25 m fluctuationwith wavelength
,•p- 0.5
ing that the massflux (per unit area) throughentrained kg m-a). The amplitudeof the fluctuationis chosen
water (water crossingan isopycnalwith verticalspeed suchthat its maximum slopeis lessthan the background
density slope. The diapycnal shear has been taken as
we) is givenby pw• = pJwp: jwp.
Equation(12) providesthe time evolutionof the cur- 2.5 m4 kg-• s-•, of the sameorderof magnitudeas
rent density diffusivity Kt, which slowly changesas it the maximum values reported by Pelegr{ and Csanady
decaysand is forcedby the eddy diffusivityK! calcu- [1994]. Figure 5 showsthe initial conditionsspecified
lated from the local density field. In order to solve it, for the z(p) field, and the corresponding
initial condiwe will usea functionalform K! = Kf(Ri) similarto tion for the Jacobian J, the vertical density flux w•p•,
that proposedby Peters et al. [1988],mainly because and the densitytendencywp. Hereafter,in all figures
it conforms well to the catastrophic dependencethat we use rr - p- 1000, with p being the absolutevalue of
is expected for subcritical Ri numbers. For values of

density in MKS units.
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Figure 5. Initial conditions
for the numericalcalculations.
(a) The densitystratificationis specified as the sum of a backgroundlinear stratification and a wavetype depth-densityperturbation.

Fromthe z = z(p) fieldand usingOv/Op= 2.5 kg m-3 s-1, we obtainthe initial (b) Jacobian,
(c) verticaldensityflux, and (d) densitytendency.
6.

Results

and

Discussion

Figure 6 showsthe temporal evolution of the relevant variablesfor the purely diffusivecase,which correspondsto r = 0. In this casethe systemhas no memory
of turbulence: the maximum in the vertical density flux
is responsiblefor the very rapid initial density conver-

ber (Figure6f; sinceOv/Opis constant,Ri parallelsJ,
Figure 6b). Figure 6f illustratesthat Ri remainslow
during a long period but it is almost constant over a

large densityrange,implyingthat K! (Figure 6e) is
rather

smooth.

Figures7 and 8 showthe temporal evolutionfor the

casewherewe chooser = N -1, as discussed
in section

gence/divergence,but the vertical density flux decays 4. The initial r values, for example, range somewhere
simultaneouslywith the reduction of the density gradi- between 200 s and 100 s for those regionswith minient, which inhibits the maintenanceof the large den- mum and maximum stratification, respectively. Figure
sity convergence/divergence
necessaryto producethe 7 presentsthe evolution of the depth, Jacobian, vertical
well-mixed region. The result is rather rapid density density flux, and density tendency at different times.
diffusionand the smoothingof the well-stratified region The situation is quite different from the diffusive case

(Figures6a and 6b), the vertical densityflux (Figure (r = 0), and it showshow the initially well-stratified
6c), the densitytendency(Figure6d), the diffusionco- regionturns into a well-mixedregion (Figures 7a and
efficient(Figure 6e; sincer = 0, this casecorresponds 7b). This mixedregionis actuallyproducedby the slow
to Kt = K!), and the localgradientRichardson
num- decreaseexperiencedin the vertical densityflux and the
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and (f) localgradientRichardson
number.

densitytendency(Figures7c and 7d). Figure8 clearly
illustratesthe differentbehaviorof Kt and K/, showing
howtheforcingdensitydiffusivityK! israpidlyreduced
(Figure 8b) while the actual densitydiffusivityKt remains high much longer due to the temporal memory

averagingRi but not d breaks the constant diapyc-

nal shearassumption
(equation(6)). The justification
for doingso comesfrom the anisotropyassociatedwith
Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, which implies that they
cannot take place at scalesshorter than the Ozmidov

of turbulence(Figure 8a). Figure 8c showsthe evolu- scale[Miller and Evans,1985];by averagingonly Ri,
tion of Ri (againparallelingthe Jacobian):the initial we ponder this minimum vertical size of shear-induced
minimum is rapidly replaced by a maximum with two turbulence. Severalstudies [Miller and Evans, 1985;
adjacent minima. The maximum correspondsto the Gregg,1987]suggestthat in moderatelyto highlystratformation of the well mixed layer, while the minima
indicate the locations prone to undergofuture mixing.
Figures 9 and 10 correspondto the same caseas before, with the differencethat Shapiro'srunning filter is
applied 30 times to Ri at each time step. Note that

ified regionsthe Ozmidov scale will be about 2 - 3 m.

Taking3 m anddividingby 100kgm-3 (a characteristic valueof the Jacobianin the well stratifiedregions)
givesa corresponding
densityscaleof 0.03kgm-3. This
showsthat about six density levelsin our model (re-
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call6p = 0.005kg m-a) shouldbe averaged
to avoid the sakeof brevity,but they indicatethat the Munk-

Anderson
parameterization
canalsoleadto the generation
of
mixed
layers.
The
difficulty
with this parameproximately
attainedwith the aboverunningfilter. The
terization,
however,
is
that
the
above
initial conditions
verticalaveraging
is clearin the Ri distribution(Figure
contamination from small-scale turbulence; this is ap-

ofwpwhichareseveral
orders
ofmagnitude
10c),whichnowshows
substantial
differences
fromthe givevalues

J distribution(Figure9b). The main difference
with too small for the mechanismto operate. In order to
largedensitytendencyvaluesthis rethe previouscalculations
is that the maximaand min- attain sufficiently
ima in the different variables are better defined, which quiressomeextraforcing,eitherthrougha muchlarger
resultsin a clearersteplikestructure:the centralmixed diapycnalshearor a muchsmallerJacobian. A low
layerandadjacentinterfaces
aresharperandadditional Jacobian,however,impliesa too short turbulent temporalmemory(r -- N-i), sothe mechanism
operates
stepsof thestaircase
arealsosuggested
(Figure9a).
highdiapycnalshear.The secSeveraladditionalrunshavebeendone(1) to exam- onlywith unrealistically
arisingfrom the test runsis that the
ine the differencesrelated to using either the Munk- ond conclusion
of constantdiapycnalshearis not critical
Andersonor the Peters et al. parameterizations,and assumption

(2) to assess
thesensitivity
to the constant
diapycnalfor the proposedmechanismto operate. This wasacshearassumption.The resultsare not shownherefor tually anticipatedby the numericalrunsshownin Fig-
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ures 9 and 10. We have made other tests, suchas letting

Ov/Opdecreasewith time, and similarresultshavebeen
obtained. The conclusionis that as long as Ov/Op remains of the same order, the level of turbulence(and
henceK/) is substantiallyunchanged.

data that corroborates their presencein the development of mixed layers. It is possible,however, that our
numerical simulations may also represent the generation of mixed layers by other physicalmechanisms.De

Silva and Fernando[1992],for example,havereported

Despite the conceptual justifications for a constant laboratory experiments in which a grid oscillating in
diapycnal shear and the relatively low sensitivity of the an initial linearly stratified fluid producesa well-mixed
model to changesin Ov/Op, it is clear that the lack of turbulent patch. In their experiments, with no mean
dynamics is a major limitation of our model. However, shear, the sourceof turbulence is clearly not related to
we believe that for geophysicalflows our simple model Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. The main difficulty with
probably reproducesthe main features, leading to the this and other possiblesourcesof instability is to idenevolution from continuousstratification into mixed lay- tify how the physical mechanismoperates and how the
ers. This statement is further supported by the fol- vertical density flux should be parameterized. This is
lowing consideration.In our model the temporal mem- clearlyrelatedto De Silva and Fernando's[1992]warnory of turbulence is related to the inversebuoyancyfre- ing that "in the oceanic context the exact nature and
quency. This poses a lower limit to the time required strength of turbulent sourcesare not known and the
for changesin the vertical density flux, independentof extrapolation of the laboratory results to oceanic cases
faster changesin the diapycnal shear. For geostroph- should be done with caution." For this reason, we beically balanced flows, however, this limit should actu- lieve that it is particularly important not to separate
ally be much larger. The reasonis that rapid changes numerical solutionsfrom physical reasoning.
in the isopycnalslopes,such as those causedby localized mixing, are not immediately followedby a change 7. Conclusions
in the geostrophicdiapycnal shear. This delay is related to the relatively large characteristictimescaleof
We have presented a simple process-orientedmodel
geostrophicflows, much larger than the inversebuoy- that studies the formation of mixed layers in stratified
ancy frequency, and it should be indicative of the actual geophysicalflows. The model is basedon the idea that
time required for substantial changesin the diapycnal well-stratifiedregionswith high diapycnalshearare dyshear to take place.
namically unstable and Kelvin-Helmholtz type instaWe have argued that shear-induced, Kelvin-Helm- bilities develop. These instabilities causethe stratified
holtz type, instabilities are the likely physical mech- region to mix and adjacent interfacesto be formed. For
anism responsiblefor mixing in the reported numeri- this mechanism to operate the vertical density diffucal calculations.

This

conclusion

is based on the fact

sivity must fulfill two conditions.First, the diffusivity

that the eddy density flux is parameterized in terms of must monotonicallyincreasewith decreasinggradient
the gradient Richardsonnumber, as expected for these Richardsonnumbers, and second,it must have a teminstabilities, and that there is experimental and field poral memory of turbulence.
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quiredto incorporatemore realisticdynamics,including
verticalmixingof momentumand the evolutionof
highlystratifiedbut unstableregionis merelydiffusive
geostrophic
shearflowin frontogenetical
systems.Addiif turbulence has no memory, If we allow a finite temtional
efforts
are
also
required
to
obtain
both
laboratory
poral adjustmentfor turbulence,however,the stratifiedregionbecomes
wellmixedandsharpinterfaces
are andfield data in orderto properly validatethe proposed
generated
aboveandbelow.If wefurthertakeinto ac- mechanism.
Our numerical calculations show that an initially

The mechanismwe havepresentedclearlydiffersfrom
count the minimum vertical scale for Kelvin-Helmholtz
instabilities,then the staircasebecomesclearer, with Phillips'in two main respects.First, the dynamicsof
is different:shear-induced
mixing
the adjacentstratifiedregionsshowingsomebreaking the instabilityprocess
rather
than
mixing
generated
through
oscillating
rods.
into new mixed layers.
is that for Phillips, the vertical density
The numerical results shown correspondto constant A consequence
diapycnalshear,but severaltestsindicatethat the re- diffusivityhas a maximum as a function of somepropsults are rather robust and dependlittle on temporal erly definedlocal Richardsonnumber,whichis not the
changes
of the diapycnalshear.Furtherstudiesare re- local gradient Richardsonnumber Ri. However,the
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vertical density diffusivity in the proposedmechanism
II, Universitat Politdcnica de CatMunya, Barcelona, April
1997.
monotonically increaseswith decreasingRi. Second,
Csanady,
G. T., Turbulent Diffusion in the Environment,
the kinematics of mixing is totally opposite: a highly
248
pp.,
D. Reidel, Norwell, Mass., 1973.
stratified region splitting into a mixed region and two
Csanady, G. T., Intermittent "full" upwelling in Lake Onadjacent interfaces rather than a growing perturbation
tario, J. Geophys.Res., 82, 397-419, 1977.
in the depth-density profile.
Csanady, G. T., Shelf circulation cells, Philos. Trans. R. Soc.
London, Set. A, 302, 515-530, 1981.
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